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KEY=COMPLETE - STEWART AVERY
COMPLETE GUIDE TO TAROT ILLUMINATI
Llewellyn Worldwide This detailed guide provides deeper instruction into the meanings of tarot. Included are hands-on exercises and techniques.

TAROT 101
MASTERING THE ART OF READING THE CARDS
Llewellyn Worldwide Limited Kevin Connolly was born in Helena, Montana in August of 1985. Born without legs, Kevin was otherwise a healthy baby and grew up like any other Montana kid; getting dirty, running in the woods, and getting dirty some more. In the way developments tend to snowball, Kevin
began skateboarding and taking photographs for the ﬁrst time in 2005. His ﬁrst taste of living abroad came in 2006 when he left to study in New Zealand for one year. It was on the return home - skating down a backstreet in Vienna - that Kevin took his ﬁrst prototype photo for what was to become The
Rolling Exhibition. Kevin currently lives in Bozeman, Montana as a photographer and professional skier. For more information on Kevin's other endeavors, please navigate to www.kevinmichael connolly.com

ILLUMINATED TAROT
53 CARDS FOR DIVINATION & GAMEPLAY
The Illuminated Tarot folds together the tarot's traditional Major and Minor Arcana into a 53-card deck that can be used for either gameplay or personal reﬂection.

THE BIG BOOK OF ANGEL TAROT
THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO SYMBOLS, SPREADS, AND ACCURATE READINGS
Hay House, Inc Get even more depth from your angel tarot readings with Radleigh Valentine's comprehensive guide to the use of, and the in-depth symbolism behind, Angel Tarot Cards. In The Big Book of Angel Tarot, best-selling author Radleigh Valentine follows up his groundbreaking work Angel
Tarot Cards with the deﬁnitive guide to the mystical art of tarot. By removing the fear, worry, and secrecy from the process, Radleigh is reintroducing the world to this language of the Divine, without diminishing any of the amazing accuracy and detailed information that tarot is known for. This
fascinating book takes you card by card through the journey of The Dreamer in the Major Arcana, fully explaining all of the magical symbolism found throughout tarot. You'll come to understand the importance of each suit of the Minor Arcana and its relevance to your daily life, as well as develop a ﬁrm
grasp of the court cards by getting to know each and every one as if they're real people. Radleigh reveals the incredible insights into your questions and concerns that arise from various card spreads-and also teaches you how to create your own! (Previously published as The Big Book of Angel Tarot by
Doreen Virtue and Radleigh Valentine)

FROM A DROP OF WATER
A COLLECTION OF MAGICKAL REFLECTIONS ON THE NATURE, CREATURES, USES AND SYMBOLISM OF WATER
FROM A DROP OF WATER is a unique collection of 17 essays by some of today's foremost modern esoteric writers, pagan scholars and magickal practitioners. Each contribution reﬂects the writer's own understanding and passion for Water, and they share their unique insights, experiences and diverse
research on the subject with the reader.

MASKS OF THE ILLUMINATI
A NOVEL
Dell This American underground classic is a rollicking cosmic mystery featuring Albert Einstein and James Joyce as the ultimate space/time detectives. One fateful evening in a suitably dark, beer-soaked Swiss rathskeller, a wild and obscure Irishman named James Joyce would become the drinking
partner of an unknown physics professor called Albert Einstein. And on that same momentous night, Sir John Babcock, a terror-stricken young Englishman, would rush through the tavern door bringing a mystery that only the two most brilliant minds of the century could solve . . . or perhaps bringing only
a ﬁgment of his imagination born of the paranoia of our times. An outrageous, raunchy ride through the twists and turns of mind and space, Masks of the Illuminati runs amok with all our fondest conspiracy theories to show us the truth behind the laughter . . . and the laughter in the truth. Praise for
Masks of the Illuminati “I was astonished and delighted . . . Robert Anton Wilson managed to reverse every mental polarity in me, as if I had been pulled through inﬁnity.”—Philip K. Dick “[Wilson is] erudite, witty, and genuinely scary.”—Publishers Weekly “A dazzling barker hawking tickets to the most
thrilling tilt-a-whirls and daring loop-o-planes on the midway to a higher consciousness.”—Tom Robbins “Wilson is one of the most profound, important, scientiﬁc philosophers of this century—scholarly, witty, hip, and hopeful.”—Timothy Leary

RUSSIAN TAROT OF ST. PETERSBURG
U S Games Systems Yury Shakov's elegant Russian Tarot of St. Petersburg deck is illuminated by this fascinating companion book by Cynthia Giles. Giles connects Russian history, culture, and spirituality to thorough interpretations of this best-selling deck. The cards are beautifully detailed miniature
paintings reminiscent of the Imperial Faberge Easter Eggs.

THE MEANING OF BEING ILLUMINATI
Cambridge Scholars Publishing This book articulates a new research program, called “Ur-Illuminism,” which consists in an integrated and systematic study of humanity’s quest for “illumination,” namely, for the highest and noblest possible mode of being. Thus, it takes on the challenge of revising widely
accepted ways of understanding and interpreting the ontological underpinnings of civilization and the ontological potential of humanity. It allows the reader to delve into a creative “rediscovery” of Platonism, medieval Christian mystics’ and scholars’ writings, and various “illuminist” systems, from the
Orphic mystical cult to the European Enlightenment and thence to the eighteenth-century Illuminati fraternities and beyond. Moreover, the book studies major issues in the history of philosophy, politology, and esoteric systems (such as Hermeticism, the Kabbalah, alchemy, the Rosicrucian movement,
Freemasonry, and the Bavarian Illuminati). It maintains that a postmodern “rediscovery” of premodern metaphysics, speciﬁcally, a postmodern esoteric theocracy (as distinct from old sacerdotalism and religious formalism), is the best bulwark against oppression and the ontological degradation of
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humanity, as well as the best path to the attainment of that wisdom and spiritual self-knowledge which constitute the existential integration and completion of the human being. In this context, it proposes a peculiar and intellectually fecund synthesis between Tory Anarchism, Libertarianism, Platonism,
and Byzantine Hesychasm, as they are elucidated here.

THE ILLUMINATI
THE COUNTER CULTURE REVOULTION FROM SECRET SOCIETIES TO WIKILEAKS AND ANONYMOUS
Watkins Media Limited WikiLeaks and Anonymous are driven by the same ideals and aims as the Illuminati were 250 years ago, and the next counter culture revolution has already begun online. Throughout history governments, dictators and religious leaders have fought to cling to power by either
force or manipulation. To counter these there have always been secret societies and groups working in the shadows for the emancipation of humanity. The Illuminati formed in 1776 among European Freemasons and academics with the intention of liberating humanity from physical, mental and spiritual
bondage. This brought them into conﬂict with the ruling elite and religion, but during their brief incarnation they encapsulated the entire ethos of counter-culture into a single system of organized dissent that is still relevant today. The term Illuminati has since become usurped by the idea of a New World
Order, but their principles live on through counter-culture and the connected communities of the internet age. Hacktivits and cultural movements like Anonymous and WikiLeaks currently wage war against corrupt corporations and government agencies that try to oppress and exploit society. This book
is a wake up call for all who value their liberty and privacy to join the battle to protect counter-culture before it is too late.

DRUIDRY HANDBOOK
SPIRITUAL PRACTICE ROOTED IN THE LIVING EARTH
Weiser Books The classic guide to living a spiritual life rooted in Celtic antiquity and revived to meet the challenges of contemporary life. Druidry oﬀers people a path of harmony through reconnection with the green Earth. The Druidry Handbook is the ﬁrst hands-on manual of traditional British druid
practice that explores the Sun Path of seasonal celebration, the Moon Path of meditation, and the Earth Path of living in harmony with nature as tools for crafting an Earth-honoring life here and now. From ritual and meditation to nature awareness and ecological action, John Michael Greer opens the
door to a spirituality rooted in the living Earth. Featuring a mix of philosophy, rituals, spiritual practice, and lifestyle issues, The Druidry Handbook is an essential guide for those seriously interested in practicing a traditional form of druidry. It oﬀers equal value to eclectics and solitary practitioners eager
to incorporate more Earth-based spirituality into their own belief system.

SOL INVICTUS
THE GOD TAROT
Red Feather Explore the myths, legends, and folklore found in Tarot cards, as well as descriptions of how to use and read the cards. Each card's symbolism and mythology is explained in depth, referencing original sources of the legends so that you can discover more yourself. Several original Tarot
spreads are included for use with The God Tarot, inspired by the deck itself and the many mythologies and Gods explored in its cards. Includes: - 78 original and colorful tarot cards - Special instructive manual providing interpretations and symbolism, including myths and divine aspects, and 10 revealing
layouts for successful tarot spreads.

THE SECRET TEACHINGS OF ALL AGES
DIGITAL FIRE Originally published in 1928, The Secret Teachings of All Ages is Manly P. Hall's celebrated 20th century tome, where readers delight in discussions about ancient symbolism, rituals, and mythology. Manly P. Hall was a Canadian Author of over 150 published works, the best known of which
are Initiates of the Flame, The Story of Healing, The Divine Art, Aliens Magic and Sorcery The Secret Teachings of All Ages, and An Encyclopedic Outline of Masonic, Hermetic, Qabbalistic Rosicrucian Symbolical Philosophy. Symbolism is the language of the Mysteries; in fact it is the language not only of
mysticism and philosophy but of all Nature, for every law and power active in universal procedure is manifested to the limited sense perceptions of man through the medium of symbol. Every form existing in the diversiﬁed sphere of being is symbolic of the divine activity by which it is produced. By
symbols men have ever sought to communicate to each other those thoughts which transcend the limitations of language. This book is often hailed as an encyclopedia for all things hidden, ancient, and arcane, and it explores a vast array of topics, from secret societies and the Zodiac to Mystic
Christianity and William Shakespeare's identity. Despite some of the outdated and controversial ideas it poses now in the 21st century, it continues to fascinate students of the cryptic and mysterious.

DELUXE ILLUMINATI
THE GAME OF CONSPIRACY
Steve Jackson Games

POP MAGICK
A SIMPLE GUIDE TO BENDING YOUR REALITY
Permuted Press Talent is great if you have it and luck is ﬁne if you can ﬁnd it, but Alex Kazemi learned it would take something more to make dreams come true. It would take magick—a real, spiritual force that anyone can learn to harness. You have the power within you. “Alex Kazemi is a boy wonder.”
—Shirley Manson “My favorite millennial provocateur.” —Bret Easton Ellis Magick isn't a treasured secret for a privileged few. It's meant for everyone. It’s meant for you. Are you ready to bend reality? Do you want to get out of The Simulation? Do you want to unlock your creative potential? Do you
hunger for a more balanced, awakened life? Magick oﬀers this and more. Follow Alex on his journey from troubled outsider to an enlightened young man as he shares the secret power of pop magick. “Alex Kazemi has his ﬁnger on the pulse of magick and all its wonders." —George Noory, Host of Coast
to Coast AM “I want to heal. This book should help me along my treacherous path to better understanding myself.” —Bella Thorne “If Alex is a magician, then he would disappear.” —Marilyn Manson “Alex’s creativity is oﬀ the charts.” —The AstroTwins, Ophira & Tali Edut (Astrostyle.com)

NOT IN HIS IMAGE (15TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION)
GNOSTIC VISION, SACRED ECOLOGY, AND THE FUTURE OF BELIEF
Chelsea Green Publishing “Lash is capable of explaining the mind-bending concepts of Gnosticism and pagan mystery cults with bracing clarity and startling insight. . . . [His] arguments are often lively and entertaining.”—Los Angeles Times Fully revised and with a new preface by the author, this timely
update is perfect for readers of The Immortality Key. Since its initial release to wide acclaim in 2006, Not in His Image has transformed the lives of readers around the world by presenting the living presence of the Wisdom Goddess as never before revealed, illustrating that the truth of an impactful
Gnostic message cannot be hidden or destroyed. With clarity, author John Lamb Lash explains how a little-known messianic sect propelled itself into a dominant world power, systematically wiping out the great Gnostic spiritual teachers, the Druid priests, and the shamanistic healers of Europe and North
Africa. Early Christians burned libraries and destroyed temples in an attempt to silence the ancient truth-tellers and keep their own secrets. Not in His Image delves deeply into ancient Gnostic writings to reconstruct the story early Christians tried to scrub from the pages of history, exploring the richness
of the ancient European Pagan spirituality—the Pagan Mysteries, the Great Goddess, Gnosis, the myths of Sophia and Gaia. In the 15th Anniversary Edition, Lash doubles down on his original argument against redemptive ideology and authoritarian deceit. He shows how the Gnostics clearly foresaw the
current program of salvation by syringe, and places the Sophianic vision of life centrally in the battle to expose and oppose the evil agenda of transhumanism, making this well-timed update more relevant than ever. “Sometimes a book changes the world. Not in His Image is such a book. It is clear,
stimulating, well-researched, and sure to outrage the experts. . . . Get it. Improve not just your own life, but civilization’s chances for survival.”—Roger Payne, author of Among Whales
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THE BOOK OF LIES
Lulu.com Aleister CrowleyÕs The Book of Lies is an important and complex work of occultism. Deciphering its many layers of hidden meaning requires a little patience and more than a beginnerÕs knowledge of Thelema. For those interested in passing beyond the initiate stage, the reward oﬀered by a
deeper understanding of this challenging text is well worth the eﬀort. This new 2018 edition of The Book of Lies from Kismet Publishing restores all of CrowleyÕs original text, including the important keys, sigils and diagrams often omitted from reprints.

GOTHIC ART NOUVEAU
THE ART OF MATT HUGHES
SQP Blending the romantic ideals of Art Nouveau with the dark horror and mystery of Gothic, the resulting mixture is a heady and intriguing combination. Illustrator Matt Hughes has forged these distinct forms into a new movement, perfectly named "Gothic Art Nouveau." Wander an exhilarating and
forbidding gallery of unique and beautiful creations. Also contains a fascinating step-by-step section.

TRANSCENDENTAL MAGIC
ITS DOCTRINE AND RITUAL
LIBER NULL & PSYCHONAUT
THE PRACTICE OF CHAOS MAGIC (REVISED AND EXPANDED EDITION)
Weiser Books “The most original and probably the most important writer on Magick since Aleister Crowley."—Robert Anton Wilson, author of the Prometheus Rising and other works Peter Carroll’s classic work has been profound inﬂuence on the Western magical world and on the practice of chaos
magick in particular. In Liber Null and Psychonaut, Carroll presents an approach to the practice of magic that draws on the foundations of shamanism and animism, as well as that found in the Greek magical papyri, the occult works of Eliphas Levi and Aleister Crowley, and the esoteric meditative
practices of classical India and China. Also very much at work in the text are 20th century scientiﬁc ideas of quantum physics and chaos theory. The result is a profoundly original work of magical studies that also includes a selection of extremely powerful rituals and exercises for committed occultists
with instructions that lead the reader through new concepts and practices to achieve Carroll’s deﬁnition of magic itself: the raising of the whole individual in perfect balance to the power of inﬁnity. This Weiser Classics edition is a thoroughly revised republication of Liber Null and Psychonaut, ﬁrst
published by Weiser in 1987, and includes a new foreword by Ronald Hutton, a leading authority on modern witchcraft and paganism.

BLOODLINES OF THE ILLUMINATI:
Bloodlines of the Illuminati The iLLamanati have emerged from hidden places of the Earth to shed light on the dark side of human endeavors by collating and publishing literature on the secrets of the Illuminati. Representing the Grand Llama, an omniscient, extradimensional light being who is channeled
by our Vice-Admiral, Captain Space Kitten, the iLLamanati is organized around a cast of interstellar characters who have arrived on Earth to wage a battle for the light.Bloodlines of the Illuminati was written by Fritz Springmeier. He wrote and self-published it as a public domain .pdf in 1995. This seminal
book has been republished as a three-volume set by the iLLamanati.Volume 1 has the ﬁrst eight of the 13 Top Illuminati bloodlines: Astor, Bundy, Collins, DuPont, Freeman, Kennedy, Li, and Onassis.Volume 2 has the remaining ﬁve of the 13 Top Illuminati bloodlines: Rockefeller, Rothschild, Russell, Van
Duyn, and Merovingian.Volume 3 has four other prominent Illuminati bloodlines: Disney, Reynolds, McDonald, and Krupps.

TAROT FUNDAMENTALS
Llewellyn Publications A labor of love ten years in the making, Tarot Fundamentals is Lo Scarabeo's authoritative compilation of tarot knowledge. With thorough perspectives on tarot history, reading, spiritual work, card meanings, and more, this full-color volume is an indispensible reference for
beginners and adepts alike. Includes more than 400 color illustrations and contributions from a wide range of tarot experts, including Sasha Graham, Barbara Moore, Mark McElroy, Marcus Katz, Tali Goodwin, Giordano Berti, and Riccardo Minetti. Tarot is a living tradition, forever evolving and growing.
This resource book shows that tarot is always reinventing itself while never forgetting its origins.

THE TAROT OF VAMPYRES
Llewellyn Worldwide Embrace the night as you succumb to visions of blood-red roses and feel the impassioned rhythms of your feverishly pounding heart. The Vampyre legend is rooted in darkness and seduction, yet its eternal message is one of spiritual hunger—to taste the Divine. Featuring Ian
Daniels' richly evocative Gothic-style artwork, this hauntingly romantic deck is a tool for spiritual awakening. With it, you can plumb the depths of your inner shadows and emerge in the radiant light of truth. Inspired by the Rider-Waite structure, the deck shows the Fool, Priestess, and other traditional
ﬁgures, while the suits bear unique names that call forth the mysterious and macabre: Scepters, Grails, Knives, and Skulls. The companion book provides detailed card meanings, creative exercises, original spreads, and instructions for creating your own Vampyre character. Includes a 78-card deck and
a 312-page book.

THE COSMIC TAROT
U S Games Systems A complete guide to the symbolism and use of Norbert Losche's popular deck. Provides card interpretations on three diﬀerent levels: the cosmos, the human community, and the individual.

GOOD OMENS
THE NICE AND ACCURATE PROPHECIES OF AGNES NUTTER, WITCH
Harper Collins There is a distinct hint of Armageddon in the air. According to The Nice and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes Nutter, Witch (recorded, thankfully, in 1655, before she blew up her entire village and all its inhabitants, who had gathered to watch her burn), the world will end on a Saturday. Next
Saturday, in fact. So the armies of Good and Evil are amassing, the Four Bikers of the Apocalypse are revving up their mighty hogs and hitting the road, and the world's last two remaining witch-ﬁnders are getting ready to ﬁght the good ﬁght, armed with awkwardly antiquated instructions and stick pins.
Atlantis is rising, frogs are falling, tempers are ﬂaring. . . . Right. Everything appears to be going according to Divine Plan. Except that a somewhat fussy angel and a fast-living demon -- each of whom has lived among Earth's mortals for many millennia and has grown rather fond of the lifestyle -- are not
particularly looking forward to the coming Rapture. If Crowley and Aziraphale are going to stop it from happening, they've got to ﬁnd and kill the Antichrist (which is a shame, as he's a really nice kid). There's just one glitch: someone seems to have misplaced him. . . . First published in 1990, Neil Gaiman
and Terry Pratchett's brilliantly dark and screamingly funny take on humankind's ﬁnal judgment is back -- and just in time -- in a new hardcover edition (which includes an introduction by the authors, comments by each about the other, and answers to some still-burning questions about their wildly
popular collaborative eﬀort) that the devout and the damned alike will surely cherish until the end of all things.

TAROT EXPERIENCE
Llewellyn Publications A labor of love ten years in the making, Tarot Experience is the second volume in Lo Scarabeo's authoritative compilation of tarot knowledge. While the ﬁrst volume, Tarot Fundamentals, focused more on general principles and basic knowledge, this book is more hands-on and
personal, full of practical suggestions, spread guides, and speciﬁc reading techniques. This illustrated, full-color volume includes contributions from a wide range of tarot experts, including Sasha Graham, Barbara Moore, Mark McElroy, Marcus Katz, Tali Goodwin, Giordano Berti, and Riccardo Minetti.
Tarot is a living tradition, forever evolving and growing. This resource book shows that tarot is always reinventing itself while never forgetting its origins.
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TAROT MADE EASY
LEARN HOW TO READ AND INTERPRET THE CARDS
Hay House, Inc A fascinating book that reveals the ancient craft of tarot and oﬀers detailed guidance on how to conduct readings of your own This book teaches the reader how to connect with the time-honoured wisdom and spiritual power of the tarot and make major decisions - just by turning a card.
Author and tarot expert Kim Arnold teaches using the Rider Waite tarot, which is acknowledged as the classic deck to begin understanding this ancient system. Ideal for ﬁrst-time users of tarot cards, this book includes guidance on: - Choosing the right deck for you - Interpreting each of the 22 Major
Arcana and 56 Minor Arcana cards - A variety of diﬀerent spreads and techniques for weaving together the cards when you do a reading for yourself and others - Ways to meditate on the cards and go deeper into their messages This title was previously published within the Hay House Basics series.

THE ILLUMINATI
FACTS & FICTION
Mark Dice Secret societies have both fascinated and frightened people for hundreds of years. Often the infamous Illuminati is mentioned as the core of conspiracies which span the globe. The Illuminati is actually a historical secret society which had goals of revolutions and world domination dating back
to the 1770s. Since then, rumors and conspiracy theories involving the Illuminati continue to spread, sometimes ﬁnding their way into popular novels like Dan Brown's Angels & Demons and Hollywood movies like Lara Croft: Tomb Raider. Some men have even come forward claiming to be former
members, oﬀering details of what they allege are the inner workings of the organization. When you sift through all of the information available on the subject, you may be surprised that the truth is stranger than ﬁction. In The Illuminati: Facts & Fiction, conspiracy and occult expert Mark Dice separates
history from Hollywood and shows why tales of the secret society won't die. - Original Writings and Documents - Purported Texts - Freemasonry's Connections - The Georgia Guidestones - Alleged Victims and Defectors - Aliens and Reptillians - Activists and Eyewitnesses - Fictional books - Fictional ﬁlms TV references - The Music Industry - Mainstream Media Manipulation - Documentary Films - Pre Illuminati Organizations - The Luciferian Doctrine - The Federal Reserve - Skull and Bones - The Bilderberg Group - Bohemian Grove - The Council on Foreign Relations - The Franklin Cover-up - Sex Magic Election Fraud - The Necronomicon - The Church of Satan - The Secret Doctrine - Emerald Tablet - The Book of Thoth - The Book of Dzyan - The Report From Iron Mountain - Protocols of the Elders of Zion - The Holy Grail - MK-ULTRA Documents - The Satanic Bible - The Secret Doctrine - David
Rockefeller's Memoirs - Memoirs Illustrating the History of Jacobinism - Secret Societies and Subversive Movements - Occult Theocrasy - Externalization of the Hierarchy - None Dare Call It Conspiracy - Magick: In Theory and Practice - Bloodlines of the Illuminati - The Lexicon of Freemasonry - Morals and
Dogma - The Secret Teachings of All Ages - Myron Fagan - Edith Miller - Gary Allen - Abbe Barruel - Nesta Webster - Anthony J. Hilder - John Robison - Johnny Gosch - William Morgan - Chris Jones, former Bohemian Grove employee - Ted Gunderson former FBI Agent - John Todd - Bill Schnoebelen - Mike
Warnke - Cathy O'Brien - Aleister Crowley - Alice Bailey - Benjamine Creme - William Cooper - Carol Quigley - Zeitgeist's Peter Joseph - Helena Blavatsky - Phil Schneider - Benjamin Fulford - Hal Turner, FBI informant - Manly P. Hall - Fritz Springmeier - Albert Pike - Anton LaVey - David Icke - And More By
the author of The New World Order: Facts & Fiction

THE TRANSPARENT TAROT
Schiﬀer Pub Limited The Transparent Tarot is unlike any Tarot method you have used before! A must-have for both readers and collectors, this highly innovative deck consists of simple yet striking images displayed on clear plastic, which are designed to be read in layers. This method creates a new
dimension to Tarot, revealing combinations of images that can be used to unlock intuition and help discover hidden depths as you read. The book oﬀers in-depth deﬁnitions of the cards, original spreads, and suggestions for methods which have never before been possible. Whether a Tarot expert or
total beginner, The Transparent Tarot oﬀers a fun, original, and insightful tool for divination, meditation, brainstorming, magic, and more!

THE HISTORY OF MAGIC
INCLUDING A CLEAR AND PRECISE EXPOSITION OF ITS PROCEDURE, ITS RITES AND ITS MYSTERIES
THE SHINING TRIBE TAROT
Llewellyn Publications Mysterious masked dancers, sleepers in dream temples, dark spirits rising from canyon walls--based on tribal and prehistoric art from around the world, and rooted in the wisdom and tradition of the Tarot itself, this magniﬁcent deck uses images from the very origins of art. The kit
includes a comprehensive guide to the deck along with poetry by creator Rachel Pollack.

THE ROCKET SCIENTISTS' GUIDE TO MONEY AND THE ECONOMY
ACCUMULATION AND DEBT
Avatar Publications Have you ever opened up an economics textbook and looked for a deﬁnition of money? Chances are you haven t but if you have chances are you didn t ﬁnd the deﬁnition. Introductory economics texts, and even advanced economics text, do a remarkably dismal job of revealing the
nature of money. The closest the common man gets to a proper deﬁnition of money is that it is a medium of exchange, but a medium for exchanging what? To add to the problem, consider the fact that money is just pretty colored paper with no intrinsic value. It only becomes valuable because we (i.e.
humans) give it value. But how do we give money value? Is it economics, politics, or black magic? The global economy is teetering on the brink of collapse and even the uber wealth admit it is true (as this Youtube interview demonstrates). Find out the truth about the nature of money and ﬁnd out why
debt and the easy way money can be accumulated is behind the growing crises of today. Find out what you need to know, and what we all need to do, to stave oﬀ global catastrophe. Discover the truth, save the world. "Read the Rocket Scientists Guide to Money and the Economy: Accumulation and
Debt."

PROMETHEUS RISING
Hilaritas Press, LLC. Prometheus Rising describes the landscape of human evolution and oﬀers the reader an opportunity to become a conscious participant. In an astoundingly useful road map infused with humor and startling insight, Robert Anton Wilson presents the Eight Circuits of the Brain model as
an essential guide for the eﬀort to break free of imprinted and programmed behavior, Bob writes, "We are all giants, raised by pygmies, who have learned to walk with a perpetual mental crouch. Unleashing our full stature-our total brain power-is what this book is all about." The Robert Anton Wilson
Trust Authorized Hilaritas Press Edition

THE VIGILANT CITIZEN - ARTICLES COMPILATION
"Signs and symbols rule the world, not words nor laws." - Confucius This timeless quote perfectly sums up the aims of Vigilant Citizen. To understand the world we live in, we must understand the symbols surrounding us. To understand these symbols, we must dig up their origin, which are often deeply
hidden in occult mysteries. Vigilant Citizen aims to go beyond the face value of symbols found in pop culture to reveal their esoteric meaning

SECRET HISTORY
THE ERASED CLUES THAT PROVE WHO RULES THE WORLD FROM BEHIND THE CURTAIN.
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform "Italics suspended!" Johnny Cirucci has done it again. After unmasking the Illuminati in his ﬁrst book Illuminati Unmasked, Johnny returns to give the full background leading up to Illuminati in a way only he and his dogged research skills could present.*
What's the truth behind Emperor Constantine and his controversial conversion to Christianity?* Has Islam been both task master and whipping boy for the Catholic Church since its inception?* The real story about the Templars; who were they and are they still around?* Who is the "Great Whore of
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Babylon" found in the Book of Revelation?* Never-before-told stories about Christianity's greatest Protestors; Martin Luther, John Calvin, William Tyndale and more!* World history as only Johnny could tell it; from Joan of Arc to John Boehner, Henry VIII to the Hungarian Revolution of 1956.

THE BOX OF EMOTIONS
TAROT COMPENDIUM
A comprehensive full-color tarot book from Lo Scarabeo. This third volume completes the set, along with Tarot Fundamentals (978-0-7387-4899-3) and Tarot Experience (978-0-7387-5272-3). This hardcover book focuses on advanced tarot ideas and practices, exploring esoteric disciplines as they
intersect with tarot.

THE BLACK MANS BIBLE
In Color This is the ﬁrst book of it's kind. The Black Man's Bible details a young black males struggles with the world, religions, drugs, crime, money and sex. Throughout his life he studies advanced scholarly material which changes his view of the world over and over again as he matures. He battles
health issues after he goes through a traumatic experience with the delivery of his ﬁrst child. So he delivered his second son at home. The video of the home delivery can be seen at TheBlackMansBible.com. In the book he details how he ﬁnds himself in history repeatedly in diﬀerent times periods. He
also gives vivid descriptions of his experiences with Love and Women. Then, after becoming an online Entrepreneur, he travels to Germany and China for free. He has struggles with ﬁnding a career and ends up becoming an Author. He covers many subjects that are not popular to the modern day world.
He has compiled a multitude of experiences that are dissected through the abstract diﬀerent types of black males. THIS IS THE BOOK OF THE CENTURY. THE TRUE GUIDE FOR BLACK MALES LOST IN THE WESTERN WORLD.

THE ILLUMINATI 666
Lushena Books

SOLA-BUSCA
ILLUMINATING ANCIENT TAROTS
U S Games Systems The Sola Busca Tarot deck is one of the most remarkable creations of the Italian Renaissance. The important historical signiﬁcance is illuminated by the thoughtful and thorough interpretations of Soﬁa Di Vincenzo in her companion volume. This illustrated guide provides fresh insight
into the history of the cards, their meanings and uses.

PSYOP
Written as a Top Secret US Army procedural manual and released under the Freedom of Information act this manual describes the step-by-step process recommended to control and contain the minds of the enemy and the general public alike. Within these 180+ pages you will read in complete detailed
the Mission of PSYOP as well as PSYOP Roles, Policies and Strategies and Core Tasks. Also included are the logistics and communication procedures used to insure the "right" people get the "right" information.
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